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About This Game

SUMMARY:

Princess Darlene has vanished. The King is completely broke.
His only chance is to ask his closest friends for help.

And one of them is a natural choice, having been there when it happened.
But the shock of it has wiped out most of the memory, and your only clue remains a torn parchment.

Choose among a knight, a witch, a minister even, and several others, and try to find out what happened to the King's daughter.
But choose well, because much more than actual professionals, these people are first and foremost the King's best friends. Will

they end up heroes, or zeros?
You have a say in the matter!

FEATURES:

  30-40 Hours of epic and rich gameplay

  Visible encounters

  Mouse control
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  No less than 6 modes of difficulty including unique 'Attack Mode'

  Choose your party among 8 different classes of characters, some of them with up to 4 different sub-classes

  Rename your characters - give your name or a friend's!

  Colyseum for you to test your skills and earn great rewards

  Tons of Relics and Artifacts to discover

MORE GAMES DEVELOPED BY ALDORLEA:

http://store.steampowered.com/app/280140

http://store.steampowered.com/app/332380

http://store.steampowered.com/app/370670

BONUS

http://store.steampowered.com/app/421810
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if you dont have the a2a c172 get this!. The game is decent, with a pretty good story.
It really brings up memories regarding retro games. It looks like the devs tried to make it different than the RPG Maker games
by adding several different features like the fighting, mining and woodcutting.

The con of the game is the fact that you have to walk a loooooot.
I will give it a Thumbs up for the moment. Will se how the story evolves as I progress.. The murders, mysteries, and intellectual
battles continue (and conclude) with the "Answer Arcs" of Umineko (also known as Umineko Chiru) that consists of Chapters
5-8. Let the crazy violence go on! Muahahahahahaha!

Chiru picks up right where we left off at the end of Chapter 4, so obviously you will have wanted to play the first half of the
game already before getting into this. But while the "battle" might have seemed like it had ended, the gameboard is hijacked and
the games continue even without the "Golden Witch" running things. What follows is a further expansion of the already
enormous cast, a greater emphasis on trying to explain the events on Rokkenjima as a "mystery" rather than a "fantasy", and
more crazy murders. As in the first half, you get to see more of established characters and find out more about them, though
what you may learn could dramatically change your opinions of them. Be prepared. :o

Is the story of the Rokkenjima massacre one where a witch unleashes her power and minions, or a carefully planned mass
murder at human hands? Is the massive meta-world of witches, angels, and demons real, or part of the imagination of a killer?
What really happened on Rokkenjima during those fateful days from October 4th to October 6th, 1986?

The rest of the clues and your ultimate answer to whether or not the story is a "fantasy" or a "mystery" can be found here in the
Answer Arcs: Umineko Chiru.. It's a horror movie that inspired me to continue my education.

Remember those television shows where they put troubled kids into prisons for a few days so they can experience life on the
"other side"? Well, this short video is pretty much like that.

Remember kids: don't be like these a@#holes, stay in school.. One word. Swordfish.. I am a big fan of oldtimers, it is a good
idea to race with em! Great tracks, cool cars with performance/visual upgrades, a nice rock music from the 60's, however, that
song is the only one.
The game is short, but kick@ss. I had the feeling!. Used 73 minutes to finish this game, and it was PURE pleasure. Worth every
penny! 11/10 would play again!. it's the greatest game of all time, cuz it's so♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥easy, but seriusly the AI could be a
little more interesting. other than that the game is the gratest game of all strategy games that I have played. Fun little puzzle
game. It requires a bit of trial and error for some bits of it, but it is overall an enjoyable puzzle game.. English:
Be aware! Only the Equipment will have that Skin. The Medics themself will still have their standard Skin!
I'm slightly diappointed, because i thought that the Skin also appies to the clothings\/suits.
Further the skin of the Equipment (Granadelauncher, Sniper etc.) is not much of a change.
My opinion: Sadly not worth the Money.

Deutsch:
Vorsicht! Nur die Ausr\u00fcstung hat den Skin! Die Charaktere selbst haben weiterhin den Standard-Skin!
Bin leicht entt\u00e4uscht, weil ich dachte dass es sich auch auf die Klamotten etc. auswirkt.
Au\u00dferdem ist der Ausr\u00fcstungs-Skin (Granatenwerfer, Sniper etc.) optisch nur ein kleiner Unterschied zum standard-
Skin.
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Meine Meinung: Leider nicht das Geld wert.
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super fun, but very hard game! New easy option helps, but this is one tough \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing game!. Very
interesting simulator game and a great developer behind it.. Don't pay anything for this. It would be fine as free DLC as at least
you wont be paying for 5mins of stuff you saw in main game, the minimal amount of puzzle in which you are told exactly what
to do before doing it. Can agree with all the other negative reviews for this, all of them are spot on.. Fun little game to play when
you're bored.. The only game where you can make your creation love you, and then kill it ways that suggest our "hero" is a
psycho.

In essence this is a raising SIM/ job management game. You'll create your daughters, send them out to do jobs while you can
accept requests from the villagers, and keep their happiness up so they'll work hard for you before you "retire" them. Now with
out spoiling, you don't have to do the ritual at the end of the month you can wait and build up points if your aiming for a
specific number. Also, never take requests unless you already have the materials or know you have a girl who will provide them
in time.

The atmosphere is perfect and the plot unfolds slowly, but this is a game where you are clearly meant to take your time and
experiment. If you want a dark game that takes time to give you the juicy details then this is the game for you, but if you want a
straight forward storyline that has defined chapters then no that's not how this game rolls. I'm nowhere near the end, but I tip my
hat to the developers never did I think that is want to play as Shou Tucker that actually loved his real daughter.....I think..
Fantastic flashback of the 80's when I was a kid sitting on the floor playing Paper Boy on the NES.
Great game, nicely made and fairly addicting.. Bugged, crush in game - confirmed. = Unplayable...
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